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Snap, Crackle, Pop—Furniture that Doesn’t Work
Jean Escoz was in his 

room with a friend when they
suddenly heard a loud popping 
noise. The sound came from 
Jean’s desk, which had just 
cracked open. Snapped and 
cracked furniture can be found 
in several suites, including at 
least four desks. Of the two 
broken desks reported to 
Kathy, one has been “re
paired”; it now has a thin layer 
of glue stretched across the 
crack. Cracks in drawers are 
less severe, but somewhat 
more common.

The wooden furniture has 
tended to crack because it has 
been drying out. This is due 
not only to Santa Fe’s dry cli
mate, but also to the malfunc
tioning of the heaters during 
the previous semester. Several 
people have found their rooms 
too hot to study in, and one 
suite has decided to turn their 
heater off altogether. Some 
suite residents even claim that 
their heating system is respon
sible for Santa Fe’s unusually 
mild winter.

However, all this is no ex
cuse, since the furniture should 
have been designed to prevent 
cracking in the first place. 
David Duncan, who has some 
woodworking experience, says 
that oak (which the desks and 
drawers are made of) is par

ticularly vulnerable to these 
“honeycombing” cracks. He 
says the wood ought to first be 
properly dried out in a kiln, and 
should have been made in 
Santa Fe instead of being 
shipped here from a wetter cli
mate. Most of the people I 
asked thought that the contrac
tor must have rushed to get the 
furniture done on time (or, in 
the case of the desks, almost 
on time). Kathy has been try
ing to reach the furniture 
manufacturers, but so far she 
has not been able to talk to 
anyone there.

We Regrout the 
Inconvenience

In two of the suites, whole 
rows of bathroom tiles have 
popped out of the floor—and 
there wasn’t even any earth
quake here. Anne Hoar 
pointed out the square tiles 
coming out of her bathroom 
floor, and said “They cut a lot 
of corners doing this.” The 
problem seems to have hap
pened because the cement un
der the floor was furnished 
with expansion joints to allow 
it to expand when heated. 
However, the grout used in the 
bathioom tiles was an inflex
ible kind that did not expand, 
and so the cement pulled the

tiles apart. It looks like either 
the cement joints will have to 
be replaced, or the tiles will 
have to be regrouted.

When moving their furni
ture in, some people found it 
left scuff marks when it 
bumped against the walls. Ap
parently the paint on the walls 
was not very thick—when they 
tried to wash off the scuff 
marks, the paint came off too. 
The contractors, however, do 
seem to be doing something 
about the furniture problems. 
In one suite, furniture was re
moved over break, apparently 
for repairs—the people who 
live there didn’t know, since 
they hadn’t reported any prob
lems with the furniture. Will 
working furniture be delivered 
soon? We hope so.

—Randall Rose

New RA’s

For Calliope: 
Howard Sauertieg, re
placing Frika
Hildebrandt

For McCune: Whit 
Smith, replacing Huck 
Chumley

For Jones: Anne 
Hoar, replacing Canie 
Wilson

—Kathy Mizrahi
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The Guys in Suits (or, can you spare $23,350?)
The Board of Visitors and cording to Ms. Buchenauer, has tine, our treasurer. The board

Governors, the governing body of 
St. John’s, conducted their Janu
ary session on our campus this 
weekend. You might have no
ticed them as they took over the 
library, rolled around campus, or 
even hung around the dining hall 
sampling the new fare. For those 
readers unfamiliar with the Board 
of Visitors and Governors and its 
purpose, an explanation follows.

The Board is composed of 
forty-five or so members, male 
and female, professionals, alum
nus, with varying economic situ
ations (not all of them are rich). 
The common thread that entwines 
them all is their commitment to 
and belief in the St. John’s pro
gram. Each campus is allowed 
two student representatives who 
are considered non-voting board 
members, elected through the 
polity council. This hack writer 
is one of your representatives. 
The other is Ms. Jillian Conrad, 
a junior.

This weekend’s meeting ad
dressed several issues of great 
importance. At the public plenary 
session on Saturday, the board 
unanimously gave the green light 
for the Eastern Studies Institute 
(now known as the graduate pro
gram in Eastern Classics) to begin 
this fall.

At October’s meeting in 
Annapolis, the faculties of both 
campuses voted in favor of the 
Eastern Studies program. The 
combined vote showed strong 
support amongst the faculty: 70 
in favor and 23 against with 16 
abstentions. The program itself 
is limited to 21 students, and ac- 
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received 87 serious inquiries, 12 
completed applications - all since 
December first. Filling the class 
does not seem to be a problem, 
and with this amount of interest 
it is possible that classes for the 
next few years could be filled.

The finance committee made 
clear some stark facts related to 
attending school here. A tuition 
increase of 7.9% will be slapped 
on us this coming fall, to the tune 
of $1,280.00. Along with a room 
and board increase of 5% and a 
$50 dollar increase in student ac
tivity fees, the total increase will 
be $1,600.00. To be a student 
here next year, it will cost 
$23350.00.

Tuition definitely does not 
cover all expenses for the school. 
Each campus has its own endow
ment, a chunk of money in the 
bank that is a measure of fiscal 
health, and is used to pay bills. 
Two and a half years ago, the 
board passed what is known as 
the Five Year Plan, demanding 
that within five years both cam
puses cut their spending of mon
ies from the endowment to 5% 
of the principal. Santa Fe’s en
dowment is around $8 million 
and Annapolis’, the older, east 
coast sibling/parent, is in the 
neighborhood of $26 million. 
Santa Fe is currently spending 
approximately 11% annually. It 
can be seen that this must be cut 
drastically, over half, by the 
deadline of ’96-’97. Tuition in
creases will not be able to com
pensate for this reduction in 
spending, so other measures are 
being looked at by Brian Valen- 
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members who can afford it have 
pledged to contribute $10,000 
apiece every year; still, expect 
yearly tuition increases of this 
caliber for the next several years. 
It is a financial reality.

Among other interesting 
facts discussed was Annapolis’ 
regaining of the Hall of Records, 
an old stately brick building on 
the comer of the campus, for 
$700,000 from the state of Mary
land. Congratulations for all in
volved in that deal. It will prove 
to be a valuable asset for the 
school. Besides, it was weird 
having a building on the campus 
which was not the school’s. It 
might be similar to the Fine Arts 
Building being an office building 
for lawyers and doctors.

The board’s next meeting 
will be held in April at Annapolis 
and should continue to examine 
other problems such as equality 
between the two campuses. This 
issue was exacerbated by Santa 
Fe’s new and visionary Eastern 
Classics program which is an ob
vious and large difference from 
St. John’s, Annapolis. The cam
puses have always had slight dif
ferences, but the tenet that we are 
one school with two campuses 
has been a measuring rod when 
change was proposed. How 
closely we are able to stick to that 
idea is now being looked at. 
Equal tuition and equal salaries 
for tutors are examples of what 
the board is currently considering 
under the campus parity rubric. 
More on this next April.

—Paul Schmidt
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Reviews of “Deep Ecology and
THUMBS UP

On Friday night, Annapolis 
tutor Adam Schulman delivered a 
brilliant lecture on “Deep Ecol
ogy and the Physics of Parts and 
Wholes,” by far the best lecture 
that has been given this year. He 
began by speaking of the deep 
ecology movement and its attempt 
to ward off environmental catas
trophe by changing the world view 
of the contemporary West from 
Newtonian mechanistic material
ism to a holistic, organic view of 
the earth and cosmos. He used 
this introduction as a springboard 
to a discussion of whether quan
tum physics could be interpreted 
so as to give support to the claim 
that there are genuine wholes in 
nature.

Through a somewhat in
volved technical discussion, Mr. 
Schulman showed that quantum 
mechanics says that there are cer
tain things we know about a whole 
though we know nothing deter
minate about its parts. Measure
ment makes the parts determinate 
but destroys the whole in doing 
so. In Mr. Schulman’s under
standing, while the whole remains 
actual as a whole, its parts exist 
only potentially. He then went to 
Aristotle’s On Generation and 
Corruption and showed how 
Aristotle’s account of wholes and 
parts and actuality and potential
ity is analogous to his own expla
nation of quantum mechanics.

The very insight that 
Aristotle can be applied to quan
tum mechanics is itself a brilliant
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tour de force of thinking, an in
sight which I have long sought 
for in vain in myself and others 
and which I have first found in 
Mr. Schulman. I would have liked 
him, however, to have gone more 
deeply into the analogy, by in
vestigating the phenomena of 
generation and corruption of a 
whole as understood by Aristotle 
and as seen in a modem quantum 
experiment. Aristotle, of course, 
when he thinks of wholes, is 
thinking of living organisms. 
Deeper investigation of the anal
ogy may put us in a better posi
tion to see whether we can regard 
as wholes not only all of nature 
and the earth, but even our own 
selves.

Mr. Schulman returned at the 
end of his lecture to consideration 
of what significance his findings 
might have for deep ecology. He 
stressed that the existence of 
wholes on the microcosmic level, 
though it might lead us away from 
Newtonian mechanistic material
ism and back to Aristotle, is not 
in itself sufficient to prove the or
ganic wholeness of the earth. The 
existence of wholes also seems to 
indicate some sort of hierarchy in 
nature, an implication that goes 
against the radical egalitarian 
sentiment of the deep ecology 
movement. Nietzsche’s overman 
also embraces the earth.

Mr. Schulman concluded his 
lecture by warning against pos
sible dangers posed to our peace 
and freedoms by the deep ecol
ogy movement; he preferred the

continued, page 6
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THUMBS DOWN

I was excited to hear that 
Friday’s lecture (by an Annapolis 
tutor, Adam Schulman) would be 
on “Deep Ecology and the Phys
ics of Parts and Wholes”. It’s good 
to have occasional lectures on 
topics we don’t study much; they 
help us think about the signifi
cance of what we’re doing, al
most as if they presented a differ
ent point of view. As one well- 
known essay on parts and w’holes 
says, an education in philosophy 
is not valuable for philosophy’s 
sake alone; it is also intended as 
the best way to learn how to deal 
with the problems of the living 
(Republic, 519c-e). So if our own 
point of view at St. John’s is truly 
philosophical, such lectures will 
show that we have valuable things 
to say about contemporary events, 
too.

The lecture started by point
ing out how much interest there 
seems to be nowadays in ecol
ogy; many people are worried 
about both present ecological di
sasters and the possibility of worse 
ones. The mistakes that have been 
made in ecological matters sug
gest that there is something wrong 
with our view of the world; and 
some people are now wondering 
if there is another view, which 
would give us more accurate ideas 
about our relation to the whole of 
the world and the other parts of it. 
As Mr. Schulman said, Newtonian 
physical theory is often considered 
to be at fault, since it gives little 
direct support for natural wholes;
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of Parts and Wholes”
GREEN THUMBS

the Physics
Thumbs Down, continued 

Mr. Schulman himself criticized 
the Newtonian theory by saying 
that he felt it was depressing. This 
led to a discussion of two theories 
of physics in which there are 
natural wholes and parts: modem 
quantum theory, and the physical 
theory of Aristotle (“the pre-emi
nent philosopher of parts and 
wholes”). Throughout this dis
cussion, which took up the first 
three-quarters of the lecture, the 
audience could only assume that 
Mr. Schulman was working to
wards a point of view that might 
help us solve ecological problems 
better. Some people, in fact, 
seemed to still believe this when 
they came out of the lecture.

The section on quantum me
chanics and Aristotle was, in fact, 
the best part of the lecture. I don’t 
know much more about quantum 
theory than what Mr. Schulman 
said, but the ideas sounded accu
rate, and they were presented in a 
new and insightful way. Mr. 
Schulman pointed out that when 
two similar particles collide head- 
on, quantum mechanics provides 
no way of knowing where they 
are afterwards. In fact, quantum 
theory says the particles don’t 
have any definite location until 
they’re measured. There is only a 
probability of being in one loca
tion or another, and these prob
abilities change over time. Mr. 
Schulman observed, however, that 
you can measure the position of 
one particle, and that will tell you 
where the other one is (since the 
other one must have careened off 

continued, page 6
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Our world appears headed 
for ecological disaster, a disaster 
of near-apocalyptic proportions. 
Many recent paradigms are at
tempting to come to terms with 
this dilemma. One of the most 
forceful and respected of them is 
known as the Deep Ecology 
movement. As with the lecture 
on AIDS, the dean should be 
commended for bringing speak
ers to campus that deal with such 
immediately important topics. 
However, last Friday’s lecture, 
“Deep Ecology and the Physics 
of Parts and Wholes” by An
napolis tutor Adam Schulman, 
was a disappointment.

While the complex worlds of 
quantum mechanics and Aristo
telian parts and wholes were dealt 
with adequately, the tutor from 
Annapolis didn’t think the femi
nist and religious perspectives 
also adequately discuss ecological 
issues, and he badly analyzed the 
current academic discussion on 
Deep Ecology itself. To address 
any living organism with a posi
tion grounded chiefly in classical 
or quantum physics is a mistake 
only a classical physicist could 
make. The question involved in 
Deep Ecology is not one of 
strictly physical phenomena, but 
rather how and why change is 
observed to take place in a living 
organism. Does anyone still be
lieve that ultimately the world is 
strictly deterministic, and there
fore, reducible to physics? But 
even physics itself has changed 
its conceptual framework, as 
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quantum physics shows.
Perhaps the disaster that was 

Mr. Schulman’s lecture could 
have been averted if the lecture 
had put more emphasis on the 
biological aspects of Aristotle’s 
thought, especially the teleology. 
Too often, Aristotle’s biological 
writings have been dismissed by 
classical physicists as “vital
ism”—the view that living things 
have some part that separates 
them from inert matter. For most 
Deep Ecologists, and others like 
British scientist James Lovelock, 
the debate is not about parts or 
wholes, but “What is Life?” 
Lovelock’s Gaia principle, the 
primary tenet of Deep Ecology, 
says simply that the biggest and 
most venerable living thing in this 
region of space is the Earth. The 
Gaia principle is both a hypoth
esis and a methodology of inquiry 
into the interrelation of the earth 
with other living organisms, and 
the changes which occur in any
thing alive. From these changes 
ecologists hope to understand the 
earth better and seek to prevent 
ecological disaster. Aristotle in 
his On the Parts of Animals 
writes that “we should study ev
ery kind of animal without dis
taste”, and Deep Ecology makes 
it clear that the earth is such an 
animal.

It is unfortunate that St. 
John’s students had to suffer 
through the tediousness of Mr. 
Schulman’s lecture.

—Andrew Jay
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EPHEMERA
TUESDAY 25 JANUARY
10:30 am - Meem Library
Demonstration of Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (see note on reverse)

7:30-8:30 pm - Junior Common Room
Video: "Wake Up! On the Road with a Zen Master"

8:00 pm - Junior Common Room
Symbolic History Through Sight and Soimd: Charles Bell, Tutor Emeritus 
"NOW: Alpha (of self)"

« * «

WEDNESDAY 26 JANUARY
3:00 pm - Meem Library
Demonstration of Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (see note on reverse)

4:00 pm - Santa Fe Hall 105
ALGEBRA REVIEW: Review of tests given on 8/1/92 and 2/20/93; copies of practice tests 
across from switchboard.

« « «

FRIDAY 28 JANUARY 
4:00 pm - Santa Fe Hall 105
ALGEBRA REVIEW: Review of test given on 1/16/93; copies of practice tests across from 
switchboard.

8:00 pm - Great Hall
Lecture by Paul H. Tucker, Professor of Art History and Monet Scholar at the University of 
Massachusetts, Boston. Mr. Tucker's topic will be Claude Monet's painting, "The Bridge at 
Bousival"

* » *

SATURDAY 29 JANUARY
2:00 pm * - Dining Hall
ALGEBRA EXAM - required of second semester freshmen who have not yet passed; 
optional for January Freshmen.

♦Please note time change because of new meal schedule.

Movies in the Great HaU
7:00 pm - The Man Who Would Be King
9:15 pm - The Wind and the Lion

* * «

Tutors - submit to the GI office your topics for annual spring seminar day by 9:00 am on 
Friday, 1/28 (Seminar day will be Tuesday, 4/5).

Zen Meditation Retreat March 12-14, to be held at Mt. Cloud Zen Center, co-sponsored by 
SAG. This is a good occasion for an introduction to Zen meditation, as well as a time for 
those who already meditate to deepen their practice. There will be a discount for students. 
Please contact Joan Silver through campus mail for more information. _____________

THE ST. JOHN'S WEEKLY CALENDAR OF EVENTS



THUMBS UP, continued 
“practical” ecology of wise man
agement of resources, an ecology 
that does not envision a change of 
world view and radical transfor
mation of society. He believes 
that man by nature has a desire 
for conquest, and that it is better 
for him to conquer nature than to 
conquer his fellow man. Indeed, 
Hobbes and Locke, the fathers of 
our present liberal democracy and 
its benefits, deliberately invoke 
the conquest of nature in order to 
secure domestic tranquility.

Most of the discussion pe
riod, unfortunately, focused on the 
political asp>ects of his lecture; 
some people believed that liberal 
democracy contains the seed of 
its own destruction, others that 
mere “practical” ecology will not 
be able to face the impending cri
sis. For myself, I think that the 
spiritual vacuity of liberal de
mocracy and the accompanying 
capitalist economic system and 
Cartesian-Newtonian world view

THUMBS DOWN, continued 
in the opposite direction). Thus 
the midpoint of the two particles 
is sure to be at the point where 
they collided, and so the center of 
mass has a definite position even 
though the particles don’t. In 
other words, the whole formed by 
the two particles has attributes, 
like position, which the parts don’t 
have. Mr. Schulman said that the 
particles exist only potentially in 
the whole; measurement actual
izes this potential, making the 
particles independent of each 
other and no longer a whole. But 
when two independent particles 
collide, they lose their actual in
dividuality and become potentials 
page 6

not only makes human beings 
selfish, base, and unhappy, but 
cannot endure. Our economic 
system upholds greed as the high
est ideal; the political doctrine 
underlying our form of democ
racy grants us many individual 
rights without showing us our 
duties to the whole. By making 
the individual rather than the 
family the unit of economic ac
tivity, capitalism is destroying the 
family. The rivalry of different 
interest groups and factions, a ri
valry liberal democracy expected 
to contain by “equilibrium of 
forces,” threatens to destroy the 
very fabric of society. The things 
that were intended to unify us— 
lust for gain and faith in the doc
trine of rights and equality—do 
not have sufficient glue to keep 
us together forever.

The exploitation of nature 
and man by capital and its tech
nological devices is destroying the 
environment and making human 
beings who are fit only to spend

in what I wish he had called a 
“wholicle”.

Mr. Schulman also quoted 
some statements by Aristotle 
which gave a similar account of 
parts and wholes. Aristotle said 
that parts exist only potentially in 
the whole, and that while they are 
part of a whole they have only a 
potential location, not an actual 
one. (This last remark, however, 
is a consequence of Aristotle’s 
definition of ’’place”, which is 
very different from the modem 
one.) It is only natural that there 
will be some similarities between 
theories like Aristotle’s and 
quantum mechanics, since they 
each represent a good deal of 
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their free hours watching televi
sion. Whether today’s form of 
society and world view are causes 
or effects (or both) of the spiritual 
crisis of the contemporary West, 
it seems clear that they are related 
and that there is a great spiritual 
crisis. One only need to look at 
“modem” (or “post-modem”) art 
or music or the present philo
sophical frenzies to see that people 
today have lost faith in something 
to live for and are seeking it 
wherever they might find it.

Human beings cannot live in 
a spiritual vacuum; that vacuum 
needs to be filled. Perhaps some 
new seed will be bom out of the 
present confusion and soul-pangs; 
if we are pmdent, we will also 
look well at the wisdom of the 
past. Deep ecology seems to be a 
potential new source of life and 
vision that could save us and our 
earth; its political dangers are no 
greater than those posed to the 
Roman Empire by the early 
Christian Church. —Ken Wolfe

thought about the world and our 
experience; and it doesn’t matter 
that the most thoughtful people 
nowadays think that both these 
theories are probably wrong. We 
should still try to look for simi
larities like the ones Mr. Schulman 
brought out; in our present igno
rance we need all the help we can 
get.

The rest of the lecture turned 
to criticism of ecologists. Mr. 
Schulman first pointed out, cor
rectly, that the quantum phenom
ena he discussed were valid only 
for tiny particles, and have no ap
plication to larger wholes like 
ecosystems. (However, for rea
sons that he didn’t explain, Mr.
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Seniors and Senior Tutorial Leaders! The library now has the following materials to enhance vour visual arts
rlf maiiuals; slides on photo-CD; 210 linear feet of books on art: and a video entitled
Illusion, which explores the introduction of perspective, its use in the Renaissance, and how it has 

changed the way that we see.

^J^eeniiJ^ has instaUed the expanded "D disk" CD-ROM version of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae 
knnS computer near the card catalog. The Thesaurus Lingua Graecae contains all
toown Greek texts denvmg from the penod from Homer to A.D. 600 as well as some from 600 to 1453. A
PA?o?f contents of the data bank may be found in the reference collection (Ref
r'AJ051.B47T4). Thesaurus Lmguae Graecae Canon of Greek Authors and Works (3d ed. 1990).
thp - ihe use of TLG will take place at the public access computer near the card cataloa at
the foUowmg times: Tuesday, 1/25, 10:30 am and Wednesday, 1/26, 3:00 om.

Fo^f-Part Workshop St. John's College Counselors Jan Bover & Jan Arsenault have 
designed a workshop to meet the specific needs of St. John's students who are at the beeinning stages of

workshop will start with the basics of understandini oneself and one's 
relation to the world of work. It will lead to developing an action plan for a meaninaful career, a further 
course of study, or other individual pursuits.

combination of written exercises, group discussion, and individual support. From
i.Sl?T ’ sessions will be fun, challenging, & rewarding. The workshop will be especially
useful for semors, but it is open to all classes.
T -u ^ consecutive Tuesdays, Feb. 1, 8, 15, 22, from 6:30-8:30 pm in Meem
Library Room 204. Call Kathy Mizrahi at x6087 to sign up before Wednesday. Jan. 26.

gtv^dent volunteers are needed to pass out AIDS red ribbons every morning in the state capitol during the
S February). Volunteers wiU take two-hour shifts between 8 am and noon. Call

982-2559 to sign up. Susan Friedman in the Graduate Institute office 
(tower buildmg) can also give you more information.

Fnghtened of pubUc speaking? or, simply want to improve communication skills? This is offered to students, 
s aff and faculty. Tutors - it would definitely benefit those of you who are currently lecturing, as well as those 
of you who would like to lecture! Anyone interested in either starting (at St. John's) or joining a loc^ 
Toastrnastem Public Speatog Club, contact Anne Griffin. It is ONLY an hour and a half each week, and
ISv f u ^ another commitment - you needn't worry about showing up each
week or preparag speeches on a weekly basis - you can show up frequently or sporadically. It builds self-
confidence and enhance speaking skills appUcable to our classroom discussions. Contact Anne Griffin 
campus or 986-1282. —vjimm

Counseling hours: Jan Boyer: Wednesdays 2:00-4:00 pm; Jan Arsenault: Tuesdays noon-4:00 pm. 

Resident on Duty: Jan. 24-27, Ms. Dunn; Jan. 28-30, Mr. & Mrs. Kirby

Ephemera is posted each Monday; copies are available at the switchboard. 
Notices to be included in Ephemera should be turned in at the Dean's Office 

by noon on the preceding Friday.



THUMBS DOWN, 
continued from previous page 

Schulman seemed to think that 
quantum phenomena did provide 
more support for regarding ani
mals as wholes.) He also claimed 
that the deep ecologists were in
consistent in trying to see things 
as wholes while also favoring 
equality among living things. 
According to him, this is a con
tradiction, because any actual 
whole is hierarchical (forexample, 
the toenail is less important than 
the head). A political system 
which was truly harmonious with 
the ecological vision would be a 
tyranny.

All this was quite surprising. 
Mr. Schulman had originally 
mentioned the ecological crisis as 
a reason for looking into physical 
holism; to turn around, and say 
that holistic physics has no eco
logical implications, makes the 
lecture’s ideas much less coher
ent. The lecture itself showed no 
personal concern about ecologi
cal problems, and no personal in
terest in seeing the world as a 
whole. In the question period, 
Mr. Schulman made his opinion 
clearer: he didn’t think anything 
could be done about the cutting 
down of the Amazon forest, and 
didn’t think it was important that 
thousands of insect species would 
go extinct (apparently he thought 
it was “thousands”, not millions). 
And yet ecological concerns were 
the motivation he gave for study
ing Aristotelian holism; he didn’t 
tell us that he rejected the modem 
ecological movement until he had 
used it to get us interested in 
Aristotle. The lecture was able to 
leave a vague impression that 
ecology was bad, while at the 
Jan. 24, 1994

same time using ecology to give a 
good impression of Aristotle. As 
a rhetorical technique, this is ad
mirable; I detest its gutlessness.

The lecture’s conclusion ran 
into another contradiction. Ear
lier, Mr. Schulman had said that 
deep ecologists, in their support 
of equality, were actually using 
the Newtonian theories they criti
cize, since only Newtonian phys
ics sees the world as made up of 
interchangeable parts. But in the 
end, Mr. Schulman himself 
claimed to want to combine 
physical holism with political in
dividualism and equality. The 
reason he gave for preferring the 
political tradition of Hobbes and 
Locke was that it channeled the 
natural ambition and aggression 
of humans against nature and not 
against other people; eco-politics 
would be dangerous, because it 
would destroy the civil tranquil
lity we have. Although most of 
Mr. Schulman’s references were 
to Locke, these arguments are 
more typically Hobbesian. In 
question period, Mr. Schulman 
was asked about the contrast be
tween his philosophical holism 
and his apparent support for po
litical equality: did he perhaps 
believe that the false Newtonian 
ideas of equality had managed to 
create a tme hierarchical whole, 
which was therefore worth pre
serving? He did. It seems like 
he’s committed not to equality, 
but just to “Let’s not do anything 
too distressing”. I wish we were 
able to think about what we do 
more dispassionately. At the end 
of question period, Schulman 
brought up a statement by Arae 
Naess, the founder of deep ecol
ogy. Naess thinks that humans. 
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despite their faults, have a re
sponsibility to take care of the 
planet; on the other hand, if there 
were another species which was 
wiser and had a better respect for 
life, we ought to let them govern 
the animals and us as well. To 
me, this seems an admirably con
sistent example of seeing one’s 
own faults and putting them in 
proportion. Mr. Schulman just 
sees this kind of thing as “self- 
hatred”.

What bothers me most about 
this lecture is that it is so typical 
of the way an older ideology ex
ploits a newer and more fashion
able one. A socialist, forexample, 
could give a lecture on “Deep 
Ex:ology and the Roots of Disin
heritance”, saying how ecologi
cal apathy is caused by the greed 
of rich companies—of course 
they’re greedy, since they’re 
rich—and by the desperation of 
poor people, of course—they’re 
greedy, too, since they’re poor— 
and if we become socialists, of 
course, we won’t be greedy— 
since everyone will be kind of 
half-rich and half-poor—and, of 
course, we shouldn’t care too 
much about ecology anyway— 
since that would be against the 
human race’s interest. Anyone can 
describe their own favorite ideas 
in ecological terms, making them 
sound important and worth lis
tening to; in reality, none of us 
know what we’d have to do dif
ferently in order to keep our habi
tat from being destroyed, and none 
of us seem to want to know. I am 
ashamed that I let the catchy title 
of the lecture persuade me to at
tend.

—Randall Rose
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Press Release Digest
“We let no press release get in unscathed”

Office placement
Jennifer Chenovveth, who pre

sumably knows something about 
getting good jobs on just a St. John’s 
education, sent us a note thanking 
the students who supported her for 
Placement Director; she also de
scribed some plans she had in the 
works.

“Within the next semester you 
will see established an organized and 
resourceful office. Consistent orga
nization is our first goal. We will 
be ordering graduate school catalogs 
from each of the major departments 
of study that our students pursue, 
such as law, medicine, mathemat
ics, science, philosophy, literature, 
education, political studies, lan
guage, history, and business. A da

tabase of scholarships and 
fellowships for financial aid 
for your current undergradu
ate education, graduate and 
post-graduate programs will 
be in place for student use 
within three weeks. We are 
in the middle of restructuring 
our facilities to provide a 
more useful space for our re
sources. A work-study stu
dent will be hired to coordi
nate test study groups and 
conduct mock tests, such as 
for the GRE, MCAT, LSAT, 
GMAT, and NTE. A senior 
orientation packet will be 
created for the first time to 
help with graduate school 
applications and research and

information about what to do after 
graduation. Workshops are in 
works for Teaching English as a 
Second Language, Touchstones, 
grant writing, writing as a profes
sion, graduate school help, and job 
searching. We will continue such 
programs as counseling and con
sultation with students, contacting 
local employers (STEP), Going 
Places, Teaching Information, re
sume and cover letter help, and 
maintaining a current library of re
sources.”

Jennifer adds that many other 
things are being planned, and asks 
for “constructive feedback and in
put”. As someone (not Jennifer, 
she says) put it, congratulations are 
in order.

Does anyone want 
to write reviews of their 
favorite music or mov
ies? It would help other 
people hear about 
them. Anyone who 
wants to write poems, 
cartoons, opinion 
pieces, articles—I’m 
sore there must be some 
people who do. If most 
of the pieces in this 
magazine are written 
by the same people all 
the time, it’s not be
cause we like it that 
way.

No Uses for a Dead Cat

We have heard from 
Security that when the dorms 
were cleaned out at the be
ginning of winter break, a 
number of cats were found 
locked in the rooms. The 
guards decided to let them go 
(I mean let the cats go—I 
don’t know about the own
ers). That’s too bad, in a 
way—that these people 
didn’t come back and find a 
several-weeks-dead cat 
stinking on the floor. Well, 
cleaning up for us is other 
people’s job, isn’t it?

—Randall Rose

People to bitch at if you 
don’t like what’s going on 
here:

Randall Rose 
(editor)
Alexa Van Dalsem 
(layout & delivery)
Aaron Fredrickson 
(filler-inner)
Chris Allison, Tom Jacobson 
(clarity & grammar)
Cass Carrigan, Hope Del 
Carlo, Kathryn Hoar 
(taste & judgment)

There will be a 
meeting in ESL-115 at 2:30 
Wednesday; anyone who 
wants to contribute should 
come.
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Neither Snow nor Rain, continued from back page

Who Can Give Me My Refund turns out to be only 
the Person Who Can Authorize My Refund Forms. 
She does so and, noticing my name on the top
most form, tells me my letter is upstairs as we 
speak. “But they told me it was sent off yester
day.” I insist. She smiles blankly, tells me she will 
attach a note and send it off right away, and sends 
me to the Person Who Dispenses Cash for Autho
rized Refunds.

Jan. 5 - 5:30 PM. The Person Who Dispenses 
Cash For Authorized Refunds, however, can not 
give me any money because one of my authori2a- 
tion forms, though othenvise filled out, has not 
been signed by the Person Who Can Authorize My 
Refund Forms. The former goes off in search of 
the latter.

Jan. 5 - 6:00 PM. The Person Who Dispenses 
Cash For Authorized Refunds comes back around, 
gives me $9.95, and keeps my receipt. “Don’t I get 
to keep some record of my package?” I inquire. 
“You’ll have to go to the Person Who Gives Re
ceipts For Refunds.......”

Jan. 5 - 6:30. The present. I think I will hand 
deliver this article.

—Eli Castro

New Focxi Schedule

Kathy asked us to print the new eating sched
ule, in case anyone hasn’t noticed yet:

Coffee Shop (Drake wants to change the name 
to ’’Cafe St. John”, but I doubt it’ll happen):

Weekdays: 8:45-4
Seminar nights: 6-12 (yes, really, they’re open 

till midnight)
Tuesday & Wednesday nights: 8-10
Friday night: closed
Saturday: 1-5
Sunday night: 8-11

Cafeteria:
Weekdays: Weekends:

Breakfast: 8=10
Lunch: 11:50-1:30 Brunch: 10-1:30
Dinner: 4-6:45 Dinner 5-6:30

Also, if you’re off-campus and don’t eat here 
regularly, you should know that you can get dis
counts on the cafeteria food if you pay for several 
meals in advance. See the price list by the cafete
ria door.



Neither Snow, Nor Rain...
What follows is a true story, 

a frightening story, and though I 
would so much rather leave you 
all in peace, leave you all with 
the faith that the letter you drop 
off to mom and dad has a fight
ing chance of making it there, “till 
my ghastly tale is told/This heart 
within me bums.” (From The Rime 
of the Ancient Mariner, by Samuel 
Coleridge.)

Dec. 31 - 10:00 AM. I call 
the post office. “How late will 
you be open tonight?” I ask. 
“8:30.” the voice on the other end 
responds. I do a final draft of my 
preceptorial essay.

Dec. 31 - 8:05 PM. 1 arrive 
at the post office, my paper and 
Ms. Miller’s address in hand. The 
paper is due Jan. 2. No problem. 
On the door there is a note. “WE 
WILL CLOSE AT 8:00 THIS 
EVENING”. At this point there 
are two options open to me: 
Federal express and (start the 
spooky music here) The Post Of
fice Vending Machines, which 
are humming smugly in the cor
ner. If only I knew. I walk 
through the doors and head for 
the Vending Machines.

Dec. 31 - 8:10 PM. I need 
Express Mail, which costs $9.95. 
I find the appropriate mail slot, 
envelopes and Post Office Vend
ing Machine. The mail slot says 
pick up is at 8:30 PM. The Ma
chine says it accepts 10, 5, and 1 
dollar bills as well as all denomi
nations of change. I have a brand 
new ten dollar bill. I deposit it. 
The Machine rejects it. After 
trying this five or six times, I give
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up on the ten and check my wal
let for additional ammunition. I 
have four one dollar bills, a five 
dollar bill and 2 dollars in change.
I deposit the dollar bills. No 
problem. On a roll now, I de
posit the five. The five is rejected.
1 change the five for quarters at 
the appropriate Post Office 
Vending Machine and deposit 
them until.....

Dec. 31 - 8:25 PM. the total 
that I have deposited reaches 
$9.50. The Machine stops taking 
anything. I am trying to deposit 
quarters, dimes, nickels, every
thing is rejected. The Vending 
Machine seems to be getting 
panicked, and begins flashing 
“PLEASE MAKE SELECTION 
NOW”. Keeping my cool, I press 
the “CHANGE RETURN” but
ton, figuring I’ll just forget the 
whole thing, maybe find another 
place to send the essay off from. 
A red light with the words “NO 
CHANGE RETURNED/
PLEASE USE EXACT 
CHANGE” printed next to it be
gins to flash.

Dec. 31 - 8:30 PM. With a 
metallic grind, the Vending Ma
chine eats everything I have de
posited. Where the display used 
to say 9.50, it now says., 
‘THANK YOU”. As it is doing 
this, the man collecting Express 
Mail walks by, collects every
thing from the appropriate mail 
slot and drives away. Hey, at 
least they’re punctual. I fill out a 
complaint card and deposit it in 
the complaint card slot.

Dec. 31 - 9:00 PM. I go to a

satellite post office in a super
market which I know to be open.
It is. I send my essay off from 
there, and go home and drink with 
some friends. Happy New Year.

Jan. 4 - 2:00 PM. I receive 
a phone call from the people at 
the Express Mail office. They 
have my paper. In Grand Rapids.
I am in Grand Rapids. The 
Vending Machines were in Grand 
Rapids. The whole point of ex
press mail was to get the essay 
out of Grand Rapids. They say 
they will attach a note and send 
it off right away, and that I am 
entitled to a refund.

Jan. 4 - 2:30 PM. I receive 
in the mail, the complaint form I 
had filled out earlier. There is no 
indication anyone has read or 
even seen it. It is addressed on 
the front, in large capital letters, 
to the Post Master General; Grand 
Rapids Post Office; Grand Rap
ids, Michigan. My address is in 
small letters on the back. It oc
curs to me that these people do 
not seem to able to mail some
thing to themselves. I am begin
ning to get a little frightened.

Jan. 5 - 4:00 PM: I go to the 
post office to collect my refund. 
After three different offices, and 
more personnel than I would have 
thought could fit in a post office,
I locate the Person Who Can Give 
Me My Refund (not to be con
fused with the Person Who Deals 
With Vending Machine Refunds, 
who apparently had left several 
hours earlier) She gives me five 
or six different forms, which I fill 
out. Unfortunately The Person 

continued, page 9
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